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LaRea Slater, an Upland community member is working to
raise the necessary $20,000 to
restart the SEGway, Upland’s
community paper, by March 1.
Due to lack of funds, the
SEGway recently ceased publication this past December, but Slater plans to bring
it back.
“I feel very strongly that
we need a newspaper,” Slater said. “There are so many
things going on in Upland,
it is definitely on the move
and . . . the public needs to
be informed.”
The SEGway, which stands
for the “South East Grant
Way,” was started March
2009 by Nancy Gore and
Donna Bauer. Each week’s issue covered news and events
in the Matthews and Upland communities.
Two years ago, Cathy Kerton-Johnson, owner of the
Bridge Cafe, and Douglas
Rohrbach, owner of the News
Herald in Marion, took up
the challenge of maintaining
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Upl an d ’s lon g-r unnin g
SEGway when co-owner Gore
passed away.
While Gore had been unwell, the paper went two-year
hiatus. During this time, Kerton-Johnson, a business owner,
community member, church
pastor and school parent noticed a gap in the promotion
and communication of events.

Court session held in
Alspaugh next week
Ethan Rice
Staff Writer

“Appeals on Wheels” while
Professor of Political Science
Phil Loy was chair of the Political Science department,
spinning out of a friendship
between Loy and Presiding
Third District Judge Paul D.
Mathias. Now, the upcoming
event is coordinated by Grant
County judge and law professor Mark Spitzer.
“It’s important for my students to see law happening
in real life,” Spitzer said. “Before, the only place you could
watch these cases was in Indianapolis. Now, students
can meet judges and get to
understand the details of
the case.”
The hearing holds appeal
for more than just Taylor students anticipating to study
law. The event and the following talkback session are
open to the general public
and everyone is encouraged
to attend. Many area lawyers
have been invited to fulfill
their continuing education
credits, as well as high school
government students from
neighboring school districts.
“Mo st stud ents have

probably never heard of the
Indiana Court of Appeals,”
Dean of Humanities Tom
Jones said.
Jones describes how helpful an event like this can be to
the civic engagement of those
who choose to attend. A recent C-SPAN poll highlighted
this lack of public awareness
when it found that less than
50 percent of Americans surveyed could name a single
justice on the Supreme Court.
With such little knowledge
of the highest court in the nation, it comes as no surprise
that the average citizen’s judicial awareness shrinks exponentially as we move further
and further down the scale
of court systems. Filling this
information gap is a major
benefit of this program, according to Jones, who highlighted the importance of the
appeals system.
“It insures that constitutional principles and state
processes are being followed
by the lower courts.” Jones
said. “I hope it can give more
students confidence in the
legal system. It’s not perfect,

Ma r t i n e z b r i n g s
counseling for couples
Intern offers
premarital counseling
Justin Chapman

@Echo_TaylorU
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“A local newspaper is an excellent way to communicate
local life, rally the community
in the face of challenges and
gain participation in team
efforts to work on specific issues,” Kerton-Johnson said.
In 2016, Rohrbach bought
the name of the paper and invested several thousand dollars in capital to cover the

startup expenses.
Each week, Kerton-Johnson would collect the material and edit it, and Rohrbach
would lay it out and get it
printed. Contributors included community authors, poets,
business owners and Taylor
University students.
“A lot of students got the
chance to write for different

Photograph by Natalie Baker

columns and that kind of
served as an intersection between the Taylor University
students and the community,”
Hope Bolinger (’19) said.
Considered the “neighborhood coffee shop” by Rohrbach and others, the SEGway
updated the community on local sports team scores, school
SEGWAY continues on Page 2

Taylor brings the courtroom to campus

On Feb. 19, Taylor will host
the statewide appellate court
hearing known as "Appeals
on Wheels"
This initiative brings court
hearings out from the state
capital and into communities
WEEKEND WEATHER around Indiana. Next week,
judges John G. Baker, Margaret G. Robb, and Randolph
R. Pyle III will be presiding
over the case of Akram Abd
v. State of Indiana.
The Court of Appeals issues
around 2,000 written opinions a year, handling appeals
from the state’s trial courts.
This particular case involves
Akram Abd, who is appealing
his convictions on charges of
murder and robbery. Abd argues that the State presented
insufficient and circumstantial evidence which was used
to convict him and proffered
evidence that amounted to a
prejudicial effect.
Taylor first began hosting

Today

The last edition of the SEGway was published on Nov. 20, 2018.

Photograph by Josie Koontz

Taylor’s counseling center offers premarital
counseling to couples in addition to its regular services.

The counseling center is
now offering premarital
counseling for three to four
couples this semester due
to the recent addition of a
new intern.
Taylor alumnus Nate Martinez (’17) is completing a
masters at Indiana Wesleyan University (IWU) in marriage and family therapy and
is conducting premarital
counseling at Taylor. The necessity for Martinez to gain
experience in premarital

Photograph by Tim Hudson

Appeals on Wheels will be held on Feb. 19
in the Alspaugh East and West rooms of the DC.

but it provides in the appeals
a chance to get it right.”
The hearing will begin at
10 a.m. on Tuesday, Feb. 19
in the Alspaugh East and
West rooms of the DC. Following the hearing, a lunch

will be held that will allow
students, attorneys and
other attendees to interact
with the presiding judges
and other members of the
process.
echo@taylor.edu

counseling and Taylor’s need
in this area of counseling
lined up well.
“(Premarital counseling) is
what I am most passionate
about and hope to work with
in the future,” Martinez said.
“I have seen the need for this
type of counseling at Taylor
and hope to empower these
couples to have successful
marriages going forward.”
Three semesters of internships are required to
complete the marriage and
family therapy master’s program at IWU. This semester
is Martinez’s first internship and Taylor was his first
choice as he knows what
the university stands for
and represents.
In Martinez’s counseling
sessions, couples can expect
talk about communication
styles and conflict resolution. Martinez will specifically dive into a curriculum
created by John Gottman

called the “Four Horsemen.”
Additionally, couples entering into these sessions
are offered the chance to
meet with Martinez biweekly for around 50 minutes
per session.
Caroline Poland, director of the counseling center,
knows each individual in a
relationship carries distinctive things into a marriage
such as differing personalities, communication styles,
confrontation styles and
lenses through which the
world is viewed.
According to Poland, while
there are many things each
person holds in a relationship, talking about them before marriage is key.
“It’s absolutely critical that
we have the space to talk
through those things with
our future spouse before
we get married as a means
of setting that relationship
COUPLES continues on Page 2
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“In addition to new food, Dollar$mart will also be
adding a pet care section featuring Nunn-Better
pet foods, based out of Evansville, Indiana.”
Dollar$mart rebrands to compete with
the new Dollar General
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Dollar$mart rebrands
to compete with the
new Dollar General
Store plans to
offer new items
Sam Jones
Staff Writer

Upland's Dollar$mart store,
soon to be known as Walnut
Creek Country Market, will
be rebranding and redesigning the store to keep up with
it's newest competitor, Dollar General.
Mike Planalp, owner of Dollar$mart and other stores
throughout Grant County,
made a statement regarding
the recent development.
“Big companies come into
markets and tend to force
smaller operators out of
business,” Planalp said. “Our
stores, though smaller, already compete very well with
giant chains like Walmart
Inc., Kroger and German
based Aldi. Dollar General is
no different. Our new grocery
format will be priced aggressively with expanded variety and services as well as a
hometown atmosphere.”

According to Planalp, the
locals of Upland are in support of Dollar$mart. The
town board made the decision to open this opportunity for the Dollar General. The
Dollar General currently has
a 20 year lease with this location, so they will not be leaving Upland anytime soon.
Along with changing the
name of the business, Planalp also plans to redesign
the store for maximized customer satisfaction. Some of
these changes include the
addition of new meat items,
fresh goods from Walnut
Creek Amish country, a line
of baked goods from Concannon's Bakery in Muncie and a
selection of gluten-free items
for customers with a more
limited diet.
In addition to new food,
Dollar$mart will also be adding a pet care section featuring Nunn-Better pet foods,
based out of Evansville,
Indiana.
The addition of more local
goods will hopefully push a

customer base that recognizes the importance of locally
produced goods.
Dollar$mart is also aligned
with the Independent Grocers
Alliance (IGA) the largest independent grocery chain in the
nation. The mission of IGA is
to give local markets a chance
to compete with larger chains.
“The Independent Grocers
Alliance (IGA) was founded in
1926 to bring family owned,
local grocery stores together
under the IGA brand,” the IGA
website said. “Nearly a century later, the support of a nationally known brand is still
giving IGA grocers the ability
to better compete, while at
the same time, allowing them
to stay true to who they are —
hometown store owners in a
position to meet the needs of
their unique communities.”
The alignment of Dollar$mart
with the IGA is an accurate reflection of the intentions of
Dollar$mart’s vision, an emphasis on the importance of
local business.
echo@taylor.edu
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Freshman Zoe Mendenall reaches for pretzels in the newly branded Walnut Creek Country Market.
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COUPLES continued from

up for success,” Poland said.
“Premarital counseling allows couples to slow down
and engage in intentional
conversation, processing,
and skill building that will
allow them to flourish as a
married couple.”
Taylor offers pre-marital
counseling every year, but

Poland says couples will turn
to local pastors or other couples for counsel most times.
So instead, the counseling
center will more often focus on individuals and their
mental health issues during
the semester.
Dean of Students Jesse Brown is excited for this
type of counseling to be on
Taylor’s campus as he knows

many people need to take
advantage of an opportunity
like this. Brown said he is in
full support of anything Taylor can do to prepare couples
for a healthy marriage.
“I hope to see myself continue to mature as a counselor in all facets,” Martinez
said. “I want to continue
growing my personal faith
and eventually find how that

SEGWAY continued from

board meeting minutes and
town building projects.
Over the last two years,
Rohrbach was been amazed
to see people waiting for the
latest edition of the paper
when he dropped them off.
“We have seen how much
can be achieved by having a
reliable outlet for information,” Kerton-Johnson said.
“Attendance at local events
has blossomed in the last two
years (including the Blooms
‘n’ Berries Festival in June and
the Tree Lighting Ceremony
at Christmas).”
However, during weeks
where advertising numbers
were low, Rohrbach was paying out-of-pocket for production costs. Kerton-Johnson
felt the community needed
to take more ownership of the
paper for it to be sustainable.
As a result, both Rohrbach
and Kerton-Johnson decided
it was best to step away from
the paper.
In response to this announcement, Larea Slater,
an active community member, met with Rohrbach and
Kerton-Johnson to voice her
concern over the ending of
the SEGway.
will play a role in the counRohrbach and Kerton-Johnseling process.”
son shared that to restart the
Overall, Martinez is ex- SEGway by mid-March, Slatcited to counsel a new er would need to find 20
population and expand
his knowledge in this area
of study.
While the openings are
few, the time is now to jump
on pre-marital counseling
at Taylor.

echo@taylor.edu

Need any weekend plans? Upcoming local events.
2/15 &
2/16 – 4 p.m.
National Student Leadership
Conference
LaRita Boren
Campus Center
Taylor University

2/16 –
1 p.m. Women's
3 p.m. Men's
Basketball vs
Grace College

2/15 – 4 p.m.

2/15– 4 p.m.

Feeding the World
. . . One Person at a
Time

Lewis in Love:
Scenes from
Shadowlands

Odle Arena
Taylor University

Euler 108
Taylor University

Zondervan 142
Taylor University

Corrections Policy
The Echo strives to accurately report names, facts,
information in all of its content. However, when errors
do occur, the newspaper
stands ready to correct the
error by publishing a correction in a timely manner
in both the print and online
editions. If you notice an error, please bring it to our attention by emailing:
echo@taylor.edu

advertisers or sponsors to
commit $84 a month to the paper by March 1. These pledges would total the necessary
$20,000 to print 700 newspaper copies a week for one year.
“I’m skeptical about the
funds coming in,” Rohrbach
said. “I don’t see it happening,
but Larea is very confident. . .
. She really believes it is a really important thing to serve
the community. I admire her
passion for that and her desire to do something important for Upland.”
Since Januar y, Slater
spends two to three hours a
day asking local businesses
and writers to sponsor ads
and columns.
With newly opened businesses and the recent grants
Upland has received both for
renovating the downtown
and for the Upland Areas
Greenways Association trail
expansion, Slater believes Upland is on the move and must
have a paper to keep people informed.
“Every day, I work on this
every day,” Slater said. “It’s
fun if I can get some yeses out
there and talk to people about
the importance of the paper.”
Rohrbach encourages community members to speak
up and pledge funds now
if they want to see the
SEGway return.
echo@taylor.edu

Want to work
for The Echo?
Email
echo@taylor.edu
for more details.
Designing
opportunities
with The Echo
are avai l abl e!
Email
echo@taylor.edu
for more details.
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“‘Traveling for the purpose of learning is
something close to my heart, and I want to
encourage other people to go on their own
journeys, set out on their own adventures,’
Lavender said.”
Kelsey Lavender finds courage in her
experiences abroad
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The bookstore is getting a new home
A new campus
bookstore building
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Since last semester, there has
been an ongoing construction
of Taylor’s new campus store.
The new campus store is hoped
to be completed the week after the class of 2019’s graduation. Stephen Richardson, area
manager of Tree of Life (TOL)
Bookstores, said that all of the
details and exact dates of the
building construction have not
been finalized yet.
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“‘I’m also encouraged by
the way accomplished
companies can inspire a
spirit of innovation in the
communities where they
invest,’ Richardson says.”
According to Ron Sutherland,
special assistant to the president, the University Press and
Post Office will be moved into
the upcoming campus building.
“The move of the campus
store to this space will free up
space in the dome to help with
providing a home for the Boren
Western Art collection,” Sutherland said.
Sutherland also said that the
new campus store will be beneficial to students by bringing
the campus store, University
Press and Post Office together.
He expressed that the current
Post Office and Press building is run down and in need
of replacement.
In a conversation about Starbucks or what value or disvalue it may bring to campus,
Richardson expressed his excitement about the possibility
of the hospitality a Starbucks
coffee shop can bring to Taylor’s campus.
“I’m also encouraged by the
way accomplished companies
can inspire a spirit of innovation in the communities where
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The old campus store will be home to the Boren Western Art collection.
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they invest,” Richardson said.
Richardson said that he is excited about the construction of
the new campus building, and
he likes partnering with Taylor University and anticipates
the completion of the campus
store.
He said that he will be happy to share more information
about the upcoming campus
building as soon as all the details are finalized.
“We value our partnership
with Taylor University and are
working to make this a beautiful and complete campus store
that brings value to the school,
students and community,” Richardson said.
echo@taylor.edu
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•
The Echo aims to represent the views of diverse voices
on Taylor University’s campus fairly and without bias and
to be a vehicle of accurate and pertinent information
to the student body. The Echo also aims to be a
forum that fosters healthy discussion about relevant
issues, acting as a catalyst for change on our campus.
Student journalists have published The Echo weekly since
1913, except for January term, exam week and holidays.
The Echo is a member of the Associated Collegiate
Press and the Indiana Collegiate Press Association.
The Echo offices are in the Rupp
Communication Arts Building.
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The campus store is getting a new home near Wolgemuth Hall.

Kelsey Lavender finds courage in her experiences abroad
Lavender shares about
her travels abroad
Jori Hanna
Contributor

Courage. Humility. Faith. These
are the words senior Kelsey
Lavender used to describe
her experiences traveling and
studying abroad during her
time at Taylor. Lavender has
been a part of four study abroad
trips during her Taylor experience, twice during semesters
and twice over the summer.

“‘Your generation is a
“global” generation, unlike
mine,’ Brainer said.”
“(Traveling) has helped me
grow as a person because traveling is not always as easy as it
sounds,” Lavender said. “Traveling takes courage: the courage to go outside your comfort
zone and take a giant risk that
might not always feel worth
it. Traveling requires humility: the ability to admit that
you do not know everything
and the willingness to learn to
see the world through others’
eyes. Traveling takes faith: the
faith to completely let go of all
sense of control, trusting that
God is with you through it all
and that He will use the experience, whether it is good or bad,
to help mold you into who you
are meant to be.”
According to Charlie Brainer, dean of international

Photograph provided by Facebook

Senior Kelsey Lavender learned from her experiences abroad.

programs, Lavender is one
of approximately 70 percent
of Taylor’s campus that has
traveled to study or serve off
campus (whether overseas or
out of state on a Lighthouse
trip, J-term opportunity, Taylor World Outreach, Spring
Break international trip or on
a semester program) in their
time here.

Lavender’s experiences
abroad fit into a trend Brainer
has been noticing.
“Your generation is a ‘global’ generation, unlike mine,”
Brainer said. “The likelihood of
students graduating now who
will need to travel to live and
work in global locations and/
or who will need to work with
those of very different cultural

and ethnic backgrounds is
very great. These global engagement experiences provide
one way of preparing students
for the reality they will face
post-graduation.”
Studying abroad through one
of Taylor Global Engagement
Experiences (GEEs) can come
about in a variety of different
ways. There are departmental

trips centered around a particular course or location, such
as a trip to Israel or Greece to
meet Foundational Core credits, or program specific trips,
such as the trip taken by Honors freshmen that varies in location each year.
The GEE to Ecuador and the
GEE to Ireland are trips that
happen every year, and there

are numerous other opportunities through J-term classes
(such as Literary London or
Israel). Trips like these are important to Lavender.
“Traveling for the purpose
of learning is something close
to my heart, and I want to encourage other people to go on
their own journeys, set out on
their own adventures,” Lavender said. “God can use a spring
break mission trip, a semester
abroad, a summer or a J-term
trip to completely change the
trajectory of your life.”
Even if Lavender does not
end up working or living abroad
in the future, she believes these
experiences will impact her for
the rest of her life. But as fun
and exciting as these experiences can be, she tries to keep
things in perspective.
“Failure is inevitable,” Lavender said. “You will say and do
things that are offensive and/
or embarrassing. Whether it is
accidentally offending a host
mom by not eating every last
bite of food on your plate or accidentally asking for a knife to
eat your soup with, it will happen. Laugh about it when possible; apologize and move on
when necessary. It is all part of
the experience.”
Lavender knew in high
school that she wanted to travel often in college. Whether
you’ve thought much about it
or not, the opportunities presented by Taylor may be worth
looking into. They were for
Lavender.
echo@taylor.edu
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Students volunteer with Special Olympics

College students swim
alongside people with
intellectual disabilities
Kamryn Koble

Life & Times Co-Editor

Each week students from the
universities in Grant County swim alongside athletes
whose different circumstances give them unique stories
and experiences.
“Grant County Special
Olympics is a not-for-profit organization that provides
year-round sports training
and athletic competition in
eleven Olympic-type sports
for children and adults with
intellectual disabilities,” the
program’s website states.
At Taylor, sophomore Maddy Martinson is the director
of Special Olympics and organizes student involvement.
She values the ministry for its
ability to interact, encourage
and build relationships.
Every Wednesday, Martinson drives a carpool to
neighboring Indiana Wesleyan University for the weekly
swim. Although, there’s plenty of room in the Taylor vans
for other students who are interested in impacting people
from all walks of life.
She's inspired by the way
these athletes are full of energy and joy regardless of

Photograph provided by Natalie Nohr

Grant County Special Olympics participant practices in the swimming pool.

circumstance and finds beauty in the way their lives differ
from the students at Taylor.
“It’s a way for me to empower these people and to show
them that they are loved and
that they can do anything that

they set their minds to,” Martinson said. “It’s affected me,
seeing the joy that they see.”
This volunteer opportunity
is an excellent fit for students
who are passionate about people, building relationships and

challenging themselves. Even
if the ministry involves athletics, it can be a chance for
any person to step outside of
their comfort zone for a worthy cause. Special Olympics
also offers another way for

students to connect with the
Grant County community beyond Taylor.
In addition to the weekly
ministry, Special Olympics
is also sponsoring the annual event “Take it to the Hoop.”

Make someone’s day with
croc
thoughts Random Acts of Kindness

Finding space for
spiritual disciplines
Drew Shriner
Staff Writer

I was at home this J-Term, working, reading and, surprisingly, taking a J-Term class. I had
planned on the break being a
time to rest before second semester, but I couldn’t keep myself away from the classroom
and audited a J-Term class at
the high school I attended (yes,
my high school has a J-Term).
The class I audited is called
“Simplicity as a Discipline,”
studying under the sage librarian Mrs. Burks. I, along with 13
high schoolers, explored the
spiritual discipline of simplicity, something I have realized is
missing from the Church.
Though I have much to say
on the discipline of simplicity, I would like to talk with you
about the spiritual disciplines
as a whole today, which are a vital part of the Christian life.
Richard Foster, author of
“Freedom of Simplicity” and the
celebrated book “Celebration of
Discipline,” writes, “The Spiritual Disciplines are the conduit
through which our obedience
flows; they are visible ways by
which we express our discipleship. And more importantly,
they set us before God in such
a way that we can be transformed and conformed to the
way of Christ.”
This is a matter of Christian
living. How are we conforming
ourselves to the image of Christ
each day? The spiritual disciplines are time-tested practices
that can draw us closer to God.
Some of the disciplines are
the traditional, “Christian-y”
things that we all know we
should do, i.e. pray and read the
Bible — the Sunday school answers. Others are a bit more obscure, like silence and solitude.
Some affect our outward living,
like simplicity. Others are primarily inward, like meditation.
The disciplines vary greatly,
and that is part of their beauty — they touch every part of a

Christian’s life.
How could we incorporate
the spiritual disciplines into our
daily lives more fully?
Some would be simple, some
less so. The inward disciplines
— meditation, prayer, fasting
and study — could easily be
practiced by making time for
them in each day.
The outward disciplines —
simplicity, solitude, submission
and service — may be more difficult. Solitude is especially difficult in a place where we live
with a roommate (or two), many
other wing/floormates, and
with nearly 2,000 classmates.
We are given an opportunity to practice the corporate disciplines — confession,
worship, guidance and celebration — three times per week at
chapel, but I have found that
people are more than willing
to respond to someone’s call
for extra praise, confession
or celebration.
The disciplines are not a simple list of things to do to get
into heaven, however. When
they are practiced with a legalistic, check-off-the-box mindset, they lose much of their
transformative power. They
are tools that help people who
want to grow closer to God
to so.
There are many more disciplines than just the 12 that I
have mentioned, and there are
many, many more works than
Richard Foster’s, but these may
be a good place to start. I would
encourage anyone looking to
explore the spiritual disciplines
to pick one that feels especially relevant or challenging to
them. Then, begin to explore
that one. Start with something
small, and then work up. Perhaps begin with a one-day fast
from food or social media or
a 10-minute period of silence.
As you discover and grow more
comfortable with a discipline,
continue to challenge yourself.
If we are able to take these to
heart, we may become a campus that is closer and closer
to God.
echo@taylor.edu

Affordable ways to
give back this week
Victoria Lawson
Staff Writer

Random Acts of Kindness
(RAK) Day is a national holiday celebrated annually as
both a day and a Random
Acts of Kindness Week. It begins Feb 17, and is observed
by individuals and organizations alike. Observers
make it a goal to perform a
certain number of spontaneous thoughtful deeds to
make someone’s day or display kindness for people, animals and the environment.
According to nationaldaycalendar.com, the holiday originated in New Zealand, and
now it has spread throughout the world — yes, even in
the middle of the cornfields.
Random acts of kindness
don’t have to be elaborate or
expensive. College students
often have limited resources when it comes to generosity, so here is a list of five
ideas for RAK Day/Week
for students who may feel

particularly stumped.

Donate blood. Last year
marked Taylor’s inaugural blood drive, and it will
be making its comeback on
February 20 from 9 a.m.–
2 p.m. in the KSAC indoor
track. Orchestrated by the
Indiana Blood Center and a
blood drive cabinet formed
by Taylor students, giving
blood during Random Acts
of Kindness Week is a fitting way to exhibit care for
others. See last year’s article
on the blood drive, From the
heart, for more details on the
blood drive’s origins and why
it is important to donate.
Send out kind messages. Whether you’re a prolific note-writer or have never
considered writing personalized cards to friends or
strangers, a well-placed note
with a sweet message is sure
to brighten anyone’s day.
Praise someone for a quality
you see and admire in them,
tell someone you’re praying
for them in a specific way
or leave an anonymous note

for a stranger complimenting their outfit. If you’re not
creative or have handwriting
that’s impossible to decipher,
thoughtful texts, DMs and
emails are also quick and
easy options. Don’t forget —
professors need encouragement, too!
Serve your community. This
can be your floor or wing,
your hometown or people
and organizations in Grant
County — even the ones not
affiliated with Taylor. Empty
the trash cans for neighbors
in your hall, shovel driveways in your neighborhood
back home or volunteer with
some friends at a local nonprofit. Can’t think of ways to
serve? Ask around — there
will always be people in need
of help.
Pay for the person behind
you. The classic “pay it forward” attitude can go a long
way. Whether you’re covering the person behind you
at the Jumping Bean or cutting down on Chick-fil-A
milkshakes for a week to

This year’s all-day basketball tournament takes place
on March 2. The various volunteer opportunities include
serving as a referee, timekeeper and a skills challenge
facilitator for athletes who
are unable to play in a game
but want to participate.
Better yet, “Take it to the
Hoop” takes place in Taylor’s
Kesler Students Activities
Center. Students are able to
walk over to spectate as well
as take on a leadership role.
Senior Sydn ee Pi ercefield has served as a team
host for three years. Especially as a special education major, Piercefield finds
similar events to be extremely important.
“It is an opportunity for
Taylor to make these kids
feel special and important.
For a lot of the teams, activities like this are their
lives. It's a way for them to
get involved and live a "normal" life,” said Piercefield.
“It serves as a bright spot for
them, and I think it's so important that the community
steps in alongside them. It really is heaven on earth.”
If you’re interested in more
information for the weekly
Special Olympics swim or the
“Take it to the Hoop” event,
email specialolympics@taylor.edu for more information.
echo@taylor.edu
pay for someone’s meal at
Cracker Barrel, you never
know how your gift could impact someone.
Hop on the internet for inspiration. Go to www.randomactsofkindness.org and
go to “Kindness Ideas” under the “Get Inspired” dropdown menu. There you can
scroll through dozens of
kindness ideas based on 13
categories — ideas that can
be done individually or as a
group. Can’t decide? Make it
a game — close your eyes and
have a friend scroll through
the ideas until you point at
one at random, or make a
scavenger hunt and see how
many you and your friends
can check off the list before
the day ends.
Kindness can be simple.
A week of practicing selflessness and generosity can
lead to forming habits that
last beyond Random Acts
of Kindness Day/Week. After all, the fruits of the Spirit
are love, joy, peace, patience,
kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control – what better way to
exhibit these virtues than
spreading spontaneous acts
of goodwill?
echo@taylor.edu
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Students participate in Random Acts of Kindness Week.

“It is an opportunity for Taylor to make these kids feel special

and important."

Students volunteer with Special Olympics
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Take a course in 3,000 years of history
Students
experience first
Taylor trip to Egypt
Alyssa Roat
Staff Writer

“Not many people can say they
got to go to Egypt with an Egyptologist,” junior Samantha Collins said.
This J-term, Kevin Johnson,
chair of the history, global and
political science department
and assistant professor of history, traveled to Egypt with
his wife and eight students for
what Johnson called a crash
course in 3,000 years of history. “Egypt of the Pharaohs” was
a class that took students to
Cairo and Luxor to experience
everything from the bustling
streets of modern Cairo to the
mortuary of Hatshepsut, the female pharaoh.
Johnson chose Cairo and
Luxor both as examples of
modern Egypt as well as important sites in Egypt’s history.
Today, Cairo is a bustling metropolitan city of about 20 million. Meanwhile, Luxor boasts
a more modest 50,000, with a
feel that Johnson said is more
like a big village, allowing students to experience a variety of
Egyptian life. Historically, Cairo

Photograph provided by Kevin Johnson

The J-term group poses for a picture in Egypt.

is near the site of ancient Memphis, a prominent political center, while Luxor is near ancient
Thebes, the religious capital.
This trip has been in the
works ever since Johnson came
to Taylor, and last spring, it was
determined it would take place
this January. Johnson immediately set to work planning the
trip. Students met at Johnson’s
house during the fall semester
to prepare. He especially wanted to prepare the female members of the trip for the different

culture that exists in Islamic Egypt.
“I wanted to go on this trip
because I’ve always been interested in the Middle East
and Muslim culture,” sophomore Karrington Ward said.
“I enjoyed getting to know our
Muslim guides and asking them
about their faith.”
Johnson was happy to share
this new perspective with students. He knew their guides,
and the guides were open to
answering students’ questions.

One guide, Ennas, gave the
students an overview of her
faith and invited them to ask
questions. She explained her
personal beliefs, including why
she did not wear the hijab and
her plans for making the hajj,
the Muslim pilgrimage to Mecca, when the weather became
cooler, offering students a look
into the human details of life.
“Going to Egypt, I thought
that I had a pretty good idea of
what society is like there from
things I’ve read, learned, or

heard on the news,” Ward said.
“What I realized is while a lot
of that is true, there is so much
more. A lot of what I thought I
knew was either wrong or not
necessarily true. I valued listening to the stories of the people
who lived there and learned a
lot from them. Don’t let preconceived notions get in the way
from you interacting with people and learning more about
their culture. Egypt isn’t some
scary dangerous place that
hates the United States. The

people there love having visitors and engaging in friendly conversation.”
Collins was also struck by
the Egyptian culture.
“Often when talking about
the Middle East, there is an
underlying fear. But getting to
spend time there, even though
it is very different, it was amazing to see the people as people and not something to be
‘scared’ of. They are friendly
and open, our guides Ennas
and Mamdouh were some of
my favorite parts of the trip,
and it wouldn't have been the
same without them. This trip
really changed how I looked at
the cultures and people of the
Middle East.”
The group visited synagogues, mosques and Catholic and Coptic churches. They
even attended a local church
service entirely in Arabic, an
experience Collins found especially meaningful.
Johnson hopes to do the trip
again next year. Though he
wants to keep the group small
with 12 students at most, it is
open to everyone, not just history majors.
In the end, Ward had only
one more thing to say.
“Visit Egypt! It’s wonderful!”
Ward said.
echo@taylor.edu

TheWeekly

BACHELOR AND
BACHELORETTE

Joe
Pfeifer
Junior:

He loves God
good humor!

Chloe
Sohmer
and

Sophomore:

She was once a voice on
Adventures in Odyssey!

Hashtag #TaylorU to
any of your Taylorrelated tweets to
have it featured in
next week's paper!

Weekly
Crossword
Across
4. Don’t cry for me
6. Saigon
9. Highest birth rate of
twins
11. Home to 200+ million
cows
13. Home to 70 million
sheep
14. Has the most time zones
16. Home of Taylor
Down
Shares a waterfall
Largest man-made
structure
Oldest wonder of Ancient
world
Largest island
Smallest country in Europe
Oldest continuous hereditary monarchy
Largest country in Europe
Has more pyramids than
Egypt
Gabriella, Troy, Taylor
For the answers to this
week’s crossword email
kamryn_koble@taylor.edu

#TaylorU’s

TOP

TWEETS
Kristy Stoll@ kristy_stoll
when I get a salad from the
student center instead of
Chick-fil-A.
so healthy, a walking
chickpea.
#taylorU
Cat Allocco@ catallocco
And today a kid in my major
asked why I'm not in any of his
freshman film classes. After
telling him I'm a senior he goes,
"You're a senior? I definitely
thought you were a freshman."
99 more days, Cat...only 99
more days. #tayloru
Tessa Scogin

@unicorns_matter

You know it’s gonna be
a good day when Lowell
Haines waves at you.
#TaylorU
Jack Mancuso_@ Hulk_Hands_
Me: hey the pasta line is
kinda disappointing could
you fix it
DC: you got it *drenches
the entire pasta line in hot
cheese* #tayloru
Chrysa hates the cold

@Chrysa_Keenon

Crossfit? More like crossmy-heart-and-hope-todie-to-end-my-pain-andsufferingfit #butworthit
#tayloru

A&E

“A sculpture exploring the theme of
vice and duality, it is the head of
a sheep and the head of a donkey,
both of which are animals with
scriptural significance.”
Riggleman introduces the ‘HalfAss Sheep’
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Riggleman introduces the ‘Half-Ass Sheep’
“Kandy Kote” comes
to campus
Katie Pfotzer
Staff Writer

It was standing room only in
the room in the basement of
Metcalf.
“Let’s talk real quietly because I have a hunch we’re in
violation of about every fire
code regulation there is,” Jonathan Bouw, co-chair of the
art department, said.
The crowd was there to
hear a lecture by Jeremie Riggleman, assistant professor
of art, followed by a viewing
of his new exhibition in the
main hall of Metcalf titled
“Kandy Kote.”
The meaning of the title became clear upon entrance into the gallery. Like
walking into Willy Wonka’s
factory, bright colors greeted visitors from every direction. The displayed pieces
varied in medium, such as
photography, paintings and
spray paint. Sculptures were
also displayed on various
podiums around the room,
showcasing several versions
of the real star of the show,
the “Half-Ass Sheep.”

Photograph provided by Flower Pepper Gallery

A sculpture exploring the
theme of vice and duality, it
is the head of a sheep and
the head of a donkey, both of
which are animals with scriptural significance.
If Riggleman were to explain his work in one word it
would be “playful.”
Meticulous is another accurate word. Every sculpture

was made from a mold, and
some additionally posed
for a picture. In some of
the paintings such as “Gander,” “Warm” and “Cool Penguins,” every animal is hand
stenciled. The spray painted
pieces were made of a grid of
punched out shapes then layered and painted over with
paint and resin.

“There was one surprise,
though,” Riggleman said,
standing back from the spray
painted canvases and pointing out an “o” shape formed
from the depth of the layers.
“Because I was working on
these so close up, I wasn’t
viewing them from far away.
So when I stepped back, that
was a surprise.”

According to Riggleman,
“Kandy Kote” started as a
project in 2006, when Riggleman photographed lawn
art documentary style.
He became fascinated with
the shapes and colors and
what they had to say about
the people who put them in
their yard.
“I found that often the

creatures were memorials
or they had been given as a
gift and often people felt they
had to display the items and
once a person started collecting, it kinda piled on a
little,” Riggleman said.
Riggleman said his inspiration for his art is Bernd and
Hilla Becher, whose photographs of industrial buildings are often organized
into grids. Another is Don
Featherstone, who originally sculpted many of the creatures for a plastics company
in the 1950s.
Riggleman was also inspired by other contemporaries who work with
found objects.
“I think it is interesting
how ordinar y, e ver yd ay
objects can tell a story if
you let them,” said sophomore Tesia Juraschek after listening to the lecture
for the opening of the gallery. “As an art major, it’s
cool to look at things that
we would think of as a leftover can be used to create
something new.”
The exhibition will be in
the main gallery of Metcalf
until Feb. 21.
echo@taylor.edu

Dissecting Sony’s ‘Into The Spider-Verse’ A&E
Anatomy of a
spider-person

Ethan Rice
Staff Writer

“That person who helps
others simply because it
should or must be done,
and because it is the
right thing to do, is indeed without a doubt, a
real superhero.”
This quote from late
entertainment titan Stan
Lee remains on the screen
as the final moments of
Sony’s “Spider-Man: Into
the Spider-Verse” fade
away. Lee died this past
November, a month before the film’s release
and several months after the passing of Steve
Ditko, the second half of
the writer/artist duo that
created the titular hero
in 1962. This film could
not be a more fitting tribute to their legacy.
There are, in fact, three
movies tightly bundled
inside of this animated spectacle. Firstly,

Graphic by Liam Brettenny

the primary marketed
premise, which revolves
around a combination
of alternate Spider-Heroes from different dimensions, each with
their own distinctive
style, teaming up to save
the world and find a
way home.
This plot is compellingly executed, enhanced by
the visual medium and
carried by an all-star
cast of performers ranging from rising star Hailee Steinfeld to stand-up
comic John Mulaney
to unpredictable internet icon Nicholas Cage.
While all memorable
characters, they ultimately serve as window

dressing to our main
hero. . .
Miles Morales.
This movie wholly belongs to Miles. The teenaged Afro-Latino hero
was created in 2011 and
his big-screen debut
has lovingly translated
his story into one of the
most heart-felt superhero origin stories to make
it to film. It fully embraces his cultural heritage,
something all too few
superheroes can claim:
a functioning, supportive family.
That familial presence
is a refreshing breath
of fresh air in a world
filled with orphans and
evil parental figures. It

empowers his journey
and makes Miles, voiced
by the outstanding Shameik Moore, a protagonist that could not be
more easy to root for.
His “leap of faith” moment, a jaw-dropping sequence that makes the
most of the distinct animation style, will have
even the most cynical
viewer cheering — if not
vocally, then at least deep
down within their heart.
It is in that instantly iconic moment, enhanced
further by perfect music
selection, that Miles seizes the movie for himself
and swings away with it.
But there is a final,
even deeper layer to the

film; a theme that, better
than any previous Spider-Man movie, speaks
to just why the hero has
remained so popular for
so long. Perhaps it is best
conveyed by the lines uttered by Stan Lee himself
in what will prove to be
one of his final, beloved
cameo appearances. As
a sleazy costume salesman Miles purchases a
Spider-Man suit from,
he informs the nervous teen,“It always fits,
eventually.”
This is part of a wider sequence that sees
Miles, the people of New
York City and the audience assured that “Anyone can be Spider-Man.”

And that is what makes
Spider-Verse tick, what
has made the wildly diverse takes on the character flourish for over
fifty years, what drove
Lee, Ditko and their
peers to craft the entire
Marvel Universe. It is
what has made generations of misfits, myself
included, fall in love with
the character.
In the awards race,
the film’s primary rival
is “The Incredibles 2,” a
franchise in which the
villainous Syndrome famously declared “when
everyone is super, no
one will be.” “Into the Spider-Verse” is the antithesis of that declaration.
From the highest roof in
Brooklyn, it declares that
everyone, no matter who
you are or where you
come from, can be super.
And that is what makes
it truly amazing, spectacular and every other spider-adjective you care
to use.
echo@taylor.edu

Seeing Paul through the eyes of an enemy
“Keeper’s
Crown” presents
personal look at
ancient Rome

Alyssa Roat
Staff Writer

Starved for a book that
is not a textbook, but
still want to learn something? You might want
to check out “The Keeper’s Crown” by Nathan D.
Maki.
Quintus always dreamt
of winning the victor’s
crown. As the son of
a general for Rome, it
seemed within his grasp.
But once his boyhood
enemy Nero becomes
emperor, he loses everything: his family, his fortune, his self-respect.
He becomes a man
of war in the backwater, rebellious province
of Judaea, fighting Zealots and navigating the

Photo provided by Alyssa Roat, Graphic by Liam Brettenny

precarious politics of the
corrupt Roman governor
and the plotting Sanhedrin. Still, he is determined to win glory and
restore honor to his family, even if it means accidentally betraying Jael,
the Jewess who saved
his life.
When things go horribly wrong, Quintus

is chained as a guard
to the rabble-rousing
Paul of Tarsus, spending his days babysitting
the strange old man. All
hope of a crown seems
lost. But life with Paul is
far less simple than Quintus could have imagined.
The real adventure has
just begun, and is leading him back to the most

dangerous place in the
empire: Rome itself, the
lair of Nero.
The historical depth
of this book is astounding. Readers will feel as
if they are truly present
in the wide variety of
settings, from Rome, to
Jerusalem, to rebel hideouts. The complexity and
accuracy of the politics

mixed with high-stakes
battles will keep readers on the edge of their
seats, while the interactions between characters
will ring authentic, compelling and full of people to love and hate. The
themes of redemption
and forgiveness are powerful, though not a moment seems contrived,

preaching or cliché. The
book has everything,
from intrigue, to war, to
romance, to redemption.
The five hundred pages
will seem too few as the
reader flies through the
spellbinding pages to
an ultimate breathtaking end.
Those who enjoy historical fiction, action, romance, church history or
just a good story in general will be drawn to this
book. It offers a fascinating glimpse into the life
of the apostle Paul and
the formation of the early church. The historical
context greatly enhances
understanding of issues
addressed in the New
Testament. Furthermore,
redemption and decisions within the book
are equally applicable
to Christians today. And
it doesn’t use the word
“flourishing” even once.
echo@taylor.edu

Stay Up To Date

C.S. Lewis and Friends
Tea
Lewis in Love
Today - 4 p.m.
Zondervan 142

Important Notice
Dept. of Music, Theater,
and Dance Showcase
Canceled

Jeremie Riggleman Art
Exhibit
Jan. 29—Feb. 21
8 a.m.—5 p.m.
Metcalf Gallery

IFC Noms Noms & Nom
Noms
Feb. 18 - Isle of Dogs
Feb. 19 - First Reformed
Feb. 21 - Blackkklansman
Feb. 24 - Oscars Viewing
Party
All in Cornwall Theater, 8
p.m.
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“‘Valentines Day (Human Love) is one of the
best reminders that we find more fulfillment
in giving love to other humans than in
saving it all for ourselves,’ Ringenberg said.”
Couples celebrate love
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Accessibility comes slowly (part 1)
A series on disability
awareness at Taylor

My label as “the girl who randomly
passes out” is more popular than my
own name on this campus. While
the description is not entirely medically accurate, it’s a rough sketch
of a disorder I developed at the beginning of my freshman year (’17) at
Taylor University.
Through my ordeal, a question
arose — why aren’t there more visible and severe disabilities represented in Taylor’s community or on
campus? The increase in reported
documented disabilities at colleges
furthers the need to have a reputable plan to serve students with diverse physical, sensory, learning,
neurological, intellectual and mental health challenges. Before I proceed in this series, I want to clarify
that I am not pointing out culprits
and victims here, but I want to bring
awareness to my community that I
hope will encourage growth.
The first hurdle to attending Taylor is the cost, which is $45,255 without any financial assistance. While
approximately 98 percent of students do not pay full price, it can
still be an obstacle for students with
disabilities due to their extra costs
of living.
While Taylor is required by law to
follow the American with Disabilities Act (ADA) and is compliant, that
doesn’t indicate that the university is
disability friendly. Sadly, it’s not uncommon for colleges to limit where
students with disabilities are able to
live, work and socialize on campus.

Taylor’s campus could be far more accessible.

In regard to the physical setting
at Taylor, buildings constructed before the ADA are required to remove
barriers to accessibility but there is
still a lack of updated elevators and
accessible dorms. Elevators in the
Dining Commons (DC), Reade and
Ayres are claustrophobic, slow and
not large enough to fit an ambulance gurney. Because of this issue,
I have been carried down the stairs
at least three times by EMTs, police
and professors.
When I lived in an ADA compliant room in Bergwall and was in a
wheelchair, I could choose between
going through the men’s floor or outside down a steep slope to the side
of the building to access the elevator
that isn’t always functioning. Even
when ramps are available, sharp
turns and the narrow width can be
barriers, and I have been informed
that a number of handicapped door
openers don’t work or correlate to

the door by which they are located.
“The deterioration of the sidewalks are extremely dangerous for
anyone who is permanently or temporarily disabled and using medical equipment,” Abriana Carnes, a
freshman who was temporarily disabled this past fall, said.
While she was using a knee walker, the condition of the sidewalks
caused her to crash multiple times,
almost causing her injury to worsen and increase her recovery time.
Overlooking accessibility in the
classroom is too frequent, whether
it is the physical space or how information is presented.
For the hard of hearing and visually impaired students, this may
mean describing photos and formulas presented, including Braille
on flyers and checking that websites
are accessible. Conditions like dyslexia, color blindness, limited motor skills and epilepsy should also
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be considered when developing
and updating websites and apps,
such as Taylor Mobile, Eatable and
Handshake.
“It is a very good emphasis and
one that fits our Bedi Center for
Teaching and Learning Excellence
(BCTLE) perspective on the importance of meeting the diverse
educational needs of our student
population,” Kevin Diller, associate professor of philosophy and religion said.
Students who are not able to stay
on campus because of their health
can face issues in finishing their
classes online, which results in
wasted time and money. Hurdles I
have encountered when transitioning online include one class not viable online, difficulty acquiring the
software needed to complete my assignments and information outdated or inaccurate.
echo@taylor.edu

Junior Samantha Korn and senior Cody Tait share a Valentines Day moment.

Starbucks petition: good intent or hypocrisy?

Our View

Consistency with the
battles we choose
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Couples celebrate love
Feb. 14 thrives
on a budget
Every year, Valentine’s Day
comes and goes, a holiday people celebrate with their significant other. Couples who have
spent years together and those
just beginning their relationships come together and tell
each other what they mean to
the other.
This holiday can be expensive but there are ways the
cost can be limited and still
be celebrated with the person
you love.
Bill Ringenberg, professor of
history, has been married to
his wife Becky for 50 years. He
thinks of Valentine’s Day as a
day that should always be celebrated, because it is the day
where we celebrate our human love.
“Valentines Day (Human
Love) is one of the best reminders that we find more fulfillment in giving love to other
humans than in saving it all for
ourselves,” Ringenberg said.
Instead of jewelry and candy,
his wife prefers a dinner with
her husband. This year, they
will attend a Seniors Valentine Dinner.
Carie King, assistant professor of English, believes it
doesn’t take money to remind
a person you love them, but it
does take effort. She and her
husband Dan have been married for 20 years and were engaged on Valentine’s Day. A
walk together, flowers or dinner in the DC is valued on
this day.
Linda Taylor, assistant professor of professional writing, is a
fan of celebrating the little things
as they come with her husband
Tom. She believes the purpose of
Valentine’s Day is to be together

and celebrate the relationship.
This doesn’t mean Feb. 14
doesn’t hold anything special
for the two, however.
“We always exchange cards,
Taylor said. “One thing I started to do a few years ago just
for fun is to purchase a box of
kid valentines … I tape them
up where my husband will see
them on Valentine’s Day (bathroom mirror, microwave), and
I also hide them in places (like
coat pockets or in his drawers
or books) so he can keep finding
them even in the coming days.”
Senior and newlywed Kristen
van Gilse agrees with keeping
Valentine’s Day small. In fact,
for her first Valentine’s Day
with her now husband senior
Nick van Gilse, she went out
with someone else.
“We were interested in each
other back in February of 2016,
we attended a weird ‘singles
mixer’ together hosted in the
dorm room of my friend (Elyse
Horb), but didn’t go out for a
Valentine’s date because we
hadn’t expressed our feelings
for each other,” Van Gilse said.
“I ended up going to dinner
with Elyse on Valentine’s Day.”
Budget is a factor in the couple’s first married Valentine’s
Day and they plan to cook
a nice dinner together and
give each other gifts within a
price range.
The editorial board agrees
with the sentiments brought to
light by couples who are newly married and have had their
share of Feb. 14 celebrations
together. Although Valentine’s
Day is a wonderful time to express the love you have for your
significant other, it can be cost
efficient. It is about the time
spent together and the relationship shared.
echo@taylor.edu
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Perhaps the most exciting recent development on Taylor’s
campus has been the construction of the new Tree of
Life bookstore adjacent to the
current post office. This new
building hopes to include a
new bookstore, a new campus store, and a Starbucks
Express.
The Life Together Covenant
and TU handbook clearly state
that the university and all parties associated are to follow a
set of rules and beliefs outlined
within.
“Scripture affirms the sacredness of human life, which
is created in the image of God,”
states the Life Together Covenant. “Genesis 1:27 NIV states:
So God created man in His own
image, in the image of God He
created him; male and female
He created them. Therefore,
human life must be respected
and protected from its inception to its completion.”
Recently, a petition has been
started regarding the implementation of a Starbucks onto
Taylor’s campus.
“The values of Taylor and
Starbucks are in deep conflict,”
states the petition. “Taylor’s
moral-theological commitments include a firmly prolife stance that all human
life is sacred and ‘must be respected and protected from
its inception.’”

Starbucks is well known
for donating to the organization Planned Parenthood,
a non-profit company notorious for being strongly
pro-choice and allegedly for
experimenting on fetus tissue.
These beliefs held by Planned
Parenthood are in stark contrast to the beliefs of Taylor
University.
But looking deeper into
the message of this petition,
further questions may arise.
Should Taylor partner with
any companies or organizations that are in conflict with
the Life Together Covenant?
According to The Daily Signal, there are 38 companies that partner and
donate to Planned Parenthood.

Starbucks is, of course, one of
those companies. But, additional companies include Nike,
Microsoft and PepsiCo.
A large portion of Taylor’s
athletic gear and spirit wear
is made by Nike, and can be
seen sporting the popular
Nike “swoosh.” Taylor uses
PepsiCo almost exclusively in
both the dining hall and student center. Taylor also gives
all students free access to the
Microsoft Suite software for
personal and educational use.
Additionally, Starbucks
drinks are already available for
purchase in the student center
and Euler lower lobby.
If individuals in the Taylor
community strongly oppose
introducing a Starbucks for
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Starbucks has a hold on campus attention already.

inconsistencies with university
beliefs, then should those same
individuals also be opposed to
Taylor partnering with companies such as PepsiCo, Microsoft and Nike?
Jim Spiegel, professor of philosophy and religion at Taylor, was the original author of
this petition. Spiegel has been
willing to discuss his personal
convictions on the matter, and
invites anyone to approach
him regarding this subject.
“One can’t use all of their time
opposing everything that is immoral, so you have to select the
most important issues,” Spiegel
said. “The inability to do everything is no excuse to do nothing.”
One must consider the value
of consistency in their system of
belief. One cannot oppose Starbucks partnering with Taylor
while also supporting the university partnerships with Nike,
Microsoft, and PepsiCo. To do
so reflects actions of hypocrisy
and inconsistency that are fervently opposed in the Biblical
teachings.
I personally am a strong
advocate for Taylor’s Life Together Covenant, and I am
sure many people reading
this piece feel similarly. But
it is unrealistic for an institution, such as Taylor, to operate in the world today without
partnering with companies
that may have a different set
of beliefs.
Traditional values are important. But there simply may
be areas of university development when traditional values
altogether hinder the advancement of that institution.
echo@taylor.edu
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“I’m excited for the ability to shape what the
lacrosse culture on this campus will look like.”
Taylor men’s lacrosse prepares to kickoff
inaugural season
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Track and field teams take on conference
Women finish first,
men finish fourth

in the triple jump and
fourth in the 400-meter dash.
“Triple jump probably
went the best it’s gone in
a couple of years,” Wood
said. “It was a bit frustrating because my last
jump I scratched, and it
probably would’ve been
a (personal record).”
She said she scratched
by one-quarter inch. If
she did not scratch, she
would have beaten Spring
Arbor senior Katrina
Smith. Smith out-jumped
Wood’s 10.93-meter effort,
jumping 11.06 meters.
Another notable performance came from senior Plenseh-Tay Sakeuh.
She won the 60-meter
hurdles event in 8.77 seconds, a NAIA A standard
and new meet record.
Sakeuh’s first place finish at 5.74 meters in the
long jump also earned a
NAIA A standard.
Junior Sarah Robinson
finished right behind
Sakeuh in the 60 hurdles,
hitting the NAIA A standard as well with a time
of 8.93 seconds.
“She’s been trying to
break 9 (seconds) in hurdles and qualify A (standard),” Wood said. “She
ran like a huge (personal
record) and it was just so
exciting to talk to her after running my 400.”
The women’s team had
seven individual performances hit either an NAIA

Clay Sidenbender
Staff Writer

The men’s and women’s
track and field teams
hosted the second annual Crossroads League
(CL) Indoor Championships. The invitational took place inside the
Kesler Student Activities
Center (KSAC) Fieldhouse
on Feb. 8-9.
The men’s team finished in fourth place out
of 10 teams. The women’s
team placed first, claiming their second straight
CL Indoor Championships title. They claimed
the top spot by a 30-point
margin over Indiana Wesleyan University (IWU).
“Our athletes are very
resilient,” Coach Rod Waters said. “Our coaching
staff is very driven to produce the highest product
and the highest potential
of our student athletes on
the track.”
Waters said the performance of his athletes at
the meet made him proud.
Based on their work in
practice, he thought his
teams could finish high.
The women’s team
posted 16 top-five performances. Two of those
top-five performances
came from senior Miriam
Wood. She placed second

Photograph provided by Taylor University

The Taylor women’s track and field team poses after repeating as indoor Crossroads League Champions.

A or B standard.
The men’s team placed
lower than last year’s second place performance.
Although, they arguably
put forth their best finish
of the 2019 indoor season.
Junior Hunter Smith noted his uncertainty going
into meet.
“I didn’t know exactly what to expect,” Smith
said. “ There were different variables of people we haven’t raced
a lot against and then
. . . IWU just having so
much talent.”
Prior to the meet, he
had never competed in

two races in the same
meet before. He decided
to let the rest of his team
lead for the start of the
3000-meter run. He expended a lot energy the
day prior in the 5000-meter run, but still finished
fifth in the 3000.
Sophomore Josh Roth
won the 5000 and met the
NAIA B standard. However, Smith’s second place
finish came as a surprise.
“People were yelling at
me that the second-place
guy was dying, but I was
not feeling great,” Smith
said. “So, I wasn’t even
thinking about passing. I

was just like, ‘I’m just going to get third.’”
In the last lap, he ran
passed IWU junior Jared Williams to take third
place. While Smith extended his lead over Williams, he noticed IWU
sophomore Chris Maxon up ahead. He built
upon his momentum to
beat out Maxon and finish second.
Roth also won the 3000
with a time of 8:36.79,
setting a new CL Indoor
Championships record.
Junior Caleb Anthony
reached the NAIA standard in the 1600-meter

relay and 60 hurdles.
“At the time, we didn’t
know we had broken the
school record,” Waters
said of the 1600 relay
team. “We knew we had
hit a NAIA B standard and
I think there’s still a lot of
potential there.”
The 1600 relay team set
the new Taylor program
record at 3:22.29. Waters
said the relay team will
look to hit NAIA A standard at the next meet.
Both teams will compete at the Hillsdale Invitational in Hillsdale, MI
tomorrow at noon.
echo@taylor.edu

Taylor men’s lacrosse prepares to kick off inaugural season
Varsity squad ready
to turn practice
into production

l i k e ,” f re s h m a n m i d fielder Kaleb Sena said.
There are a number of
difficulties that come
with a first year program. Inexperience will
be apart of the team this
year with a lot of young
freshman on the squad,
but they are optimistic
and ready to go out there
and prove themselves.
Head Coach Brad
B o w s e r s a i d th a t s o
far it’s been like a roller coaster of ups and
downs with the team but
they are beginning to
grow and hit their stride
as the season approaches. Hi s m ain go al i s to
set a go o d culture and
for th e t eam to b e th e
b e st v e r si o n of t h e m selves that th ey can be.
“It’s a privilege to be a
senior on this team in
the first year and I ’m
happy for the opportunity to be a leader,” sen i o r Jo si a h Pe t e r s o n
said.
He also talked about
how he hopes he can
i nf lu en c e th e y o u n g er guy s on th e t eam

TJ Swore

Contributor

A s th e Spring season
draws closer, the anticipation and excitement
continues to grow for
the Taylor lacrosse program. The 2019 season
will be the first official
one for Trojan lacrosse.
Th e t e a m h a s b e e n
working hard this of f
season and is eager to
ge t th e s e a s on st a r t ed . The workouts and
indoor practices have
b e en go in g w el l , b ut
with the winter weather they have been itching to get outside on the
real field.
A main focus of the
team this year is to set
the foundation for the
program and success in
years to come.
“ I ’m e xcit ed for th e
ability to shape w hat
the lacrosse culture on
this campus will look

Scoreboard

and help them out, but three former football playm ention ed h e has al- ers in seinors Tyler Gerig,
ready learned quite a Jeff Kaczmarek and Nate
bit from them and it has Phillips.
been fun to figure things “ They ’ve been a big
out together.
boost for us physicalThe team has added ly and athletically and

added a breath of fresh air
to the team,” Bowser said.
The Trojan’s season is
set to begin on March 2
against Lindenwood in
Belleville, Illinois.
MEN’S BASKETBALL
echo@taylor.edu
2/16 Grace College 3 p.m.
2/20 Crossroads League Tourney 7 p.m.

BASEBALL
2/22 IU-South Bend 1 p.m.
2/22 IU-South Bend Game 2

MEN’S TRACK & FIELD
2/16 Hillsdale Invitational (A) 12 p.m.

WOMEN’S BASKTEBALL
2/16 Grace College 1 p.m.
2/19 Crossroads League Tourney 7 p.m.

WOMEN’S TRACK & FIELD
2/16 Hillsdale Invitational (A) 12 p.m.

SOFTBALL
2/15 Lindsay Wilson (A) 11 a.m.
2/15 Union College (A) 1 p.m.
2/22 Asbury (A) 4:30 p.m.
2/22 Asbury (A) Game 2
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Senior Josiah Peterson and Nathan Mortenson (’18) talk during a fall scrimmage.

Aubrey Wright

CJ Penha
MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Results
from T aylor
Athletics
Athletes

Baseball
2/14 Cornerstone

W 6-5

2/14 Cornerstone

W 3-1

Senior

of the

Week

Year

Freshman

Men’s Basketball

Columbia City, IN

Hometown

Pickerington, OH

2/9 MVNU

L 71-70

Excercise Science

Major

Sport Management

2/12 Goshen

L 73-68

Guard

Women’s Basketball
2/9 MVNU

W 64-61

2/13 Goshen

W 89-64
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Position

All of them

Funniest Teammate

Dunkin iced coffee

Favorite Pregame meal

Forward
Jason Hubbard
Chicken
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